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MARKET INTELLIGENCE / TRENDS 
 
 
Bookings Soar as it Pours 
 
Poor weather with frequent rainstorms drove Germans into travel agencies last month to book 
late holidays in sun-soaked southern destinations.  July was a strong month for late summer 
holiday bookings due to the bad weather in Germany, the monthly survey of 1,200 travel 
agencies by market researchers GfK showed.  Overall booked revenues increased by 14.8% 
compared to July 2011.  Bookings for departures in the summer season, which runs until 
October, soared as much as 23% last month, the GfK figures showed.  This left year-to-date 
bookings for summer 2012 up by 11% on last year. 
 
But Germans were not booking true last-minute holidays en masse.  The proportion of 
bookings in July for departures last month was only 10.6% of overall revenues, which was 
1.5% lower than July 2011. 
 
August was a popular month, rising 2.3% to a 23.6% share of bookings last month.  The 
strongest growth, however, was for September, which increased by 4% to a 30% monthly 
share. 
 
Early winter bookings, in contrast, dropped back somewhat and only represented one third of 
overall revenues, compared to 40% in July last year.  However, winter sales are up by 11.7% 
overall on a cumulative basis. 
 
 
New International Airport Opening Postponed to October 2013 

 
The opening of the new Berlin international airport (BER) has once again been postponed due 
to construction delays and is now not scheduled to go into operation until October 2013.  The 
€4.5 billion airport at Schönefeld was originally due to open on June 3rd this year, but the 
Berlin airport authority was forced to postpone this just three weeks ahead of the date as 
various technical systems were not ready and the fire safety checks could not be completed in 
time. 
 
Initially, the official opening was postponed to March 2013.  But after weeks of speculation 
and reports that construction and technical work will not be completed in time for this date 
either, the airport authority has now decided to delay the opening by a further six months.  
The renewed delay is a further blow for Lufthansa and Air Berlin, the two main carriers in the 
German capital.  Both expanded their flight operations to and from the city this summer, but 
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were forced to do this at overcrowded Tegel airport instead of the spacious new airport.  
Lufthansa increased its Berlin-based fleet from nine to 15 planes and added 30 new 
destinations with aggressive pricing to win market share, while Air Berlin has introduced hub-
style flight waves to offer improved connecting times. 
 
 
DRV Upgrades 2012 Forecast 
 
The German tourism industry is now more optimistic about growth rates for this year than 
several months ago thanks to good late sales.  The German Travel Association (DRV), 
representing travel agents and tour operators, had expected growth of about 3% for package 
holidays this year after the industry already generated revenue growth of 10% last year. 
DRV president Jürgen Büchy has now upgraded this outlook towards the 5% level.  He said in 
a newspaper interview that business is looking good for the tourism industry so far this year 
and there is now the chance “that we might reach the 5% level thanks to the very good trend 
in late sales”. 
 
 
Moderate Growth for Individual Holidays Business 
 
Rewe’s individual holidays tour operators have achieved only moderate growth this year due 
to a range of destination problems, but will still achieve new record figures.  Dertour, Meier’s 
Weltreisen and ADAC Reisen currently have a 1.5% increase in sales for the tourism year 
ending October 31, 2012 and expect to close the 2011/12 year with a 2% rise.  This is below 
the 3-4% growth that managing director Michael Frese predicted last November for this year.  
At the presentation of the winter 2012/13 catalogs, Frese said that challenges such as the Euro 
crisis, floods in Thailand and conflicts in Kenya and Syria had combined to hold back growth 
this year. 
 
In terms of destinations, long-haul travel as well as Northern and Southern Europe are 
showing growth this year.  Dertour has sold nearly 80,000 tickets for the Olympic Games in 
London.  In Europe, the Mediterranean is now the largest destination and bookings for North 
Africa have risen by one third and for Spain by 11%.  Greece (-25%) and Cyprus are down, 
however. 
 
Outside Europe, Asia (+5%) and the Indian Ocean (+6%) are selling well, the Middle East 
and Kenya have lower bookings while demand for river cruises is weak despite low prices.  In 
contrast, the up-market product line Dertour Deluxe has increased sales by nearly 20% after 
the portfolio was expanded significantly last year. 
 
For the coming winter, the three brands are broadening their offering with various new 
products.  Meier’s Weltreisen has added Uruguay and Guatemala along with 54 new 
Caribbean hotels, Dertour has increased its city hotel portfolio and destination tours while 
capacity for Egypt will be 50% higher.  Prices will be largely stable for most destinations. 
 
Frese said the new family holidays brochure has sold well and demand for special interest 
holidays such as gay travel is increasing.  “Holidays off the shelf belong to the past.  Today’s 
guests want holidays adapted to their needs.  I’m convinced that the future belongs to offers 
for target groups, whether families, gays or sports fans,” he declared. 
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SALES ACTIVITIES 
 
Hotelplan Suisse Fam (September 8

th
 – 10

th
, 2012): 

Pursuant to our meeting with the tour operator at ITB, Hotelplan Suisse will bring a Fam trip 
to our area in September comprised of approx. 10 select travel agents, a Hotelplan escort and 
an airline escort.  The group will also visit Miami, Naples, Ft. Myers and Orlando.  
Accommodations have already been secured and the tour operator has provided input as to 
desired itinerary elements (both site inspections and excursions/attractions).  This input was 
shared with our Leisure Sales Dept. in preparation for itinerary planning.  As the group will 
be traveling in rental cars, no ground transportation arrangements will be required. 
We continued to liaise closely with our Leisure Sales Dept. regarding provision of details for 
itinerary development and conferring with the tour operator regarding the specifics.  The 
rooming list was received and forwarded to HQ.  As our Leisure Sales Dept. will be attending 
other tourism events during this timeframe, the group will be on their own to explore our area; 
albeit with a detailed itinerary in hand. 
 
Winter Destinations Road Show (September 10

th
 – 14

th
, 2012): 

We will join forces with Edelweiss Air on this Swiss road show to Geneva, Lausanne, Basel 
and Zurich.  The programs in each city will be comprised of table top marketplace sales 
sessions, media presentations and prize raffles.  It is anticipated that we will reach close to 
450 travel agency front liners during the course of the week.  VSPC will be promoted in 
advance via eNewsletters to several thousand German and French-speaking travel 
professionals throughout the country. 
We were informed late last month that Tampa Bay & Company will be participating in this 
road show as well.  This month, we thus coordinated efforts with Tampa Bay & Company and 
Edelweiss on the development of joint presentations as well as travel prize synergy.  
Edelweiss has agreed to sponsor flights to TPA in each city.  To augment this effort, an 
opportunity was distributed among our industry members; the response received was simply 
overwhelming.  We thank our industry partners for their generous contributions to our efforts! 
 
American Vacations VSPC Site Visit (September 26

th
, 2012): 

Dutch tour operator American Vacations announced their intent to visit our area during this 
year’s Pow Wow.  This month, we received details as to the desired date as well as a list of 
requested site inspections and attractions visits.  We liaised closely with our Leisure Travel 
Dept. to set up an appropriate itinerary for Rob and Sylvia Zegveld. 
 
VSPC Sales Visit (October 8

th
 – 12

th
, 2012): 

Planning for our upcoming visit to the county continued this month.  Correspondence with 
several industry partners regarding appointment requests and confirmations was conducted 
and appointments were also scheduled with a number of CVB staff members.  Updates to be 
forthcoming. 
 
Willy Scharnow Foundation Fam (October 17

th
 – 20

th
, 2012): 

Preparations are underway for our 19th annual Willy Scharnow Foundation Fam to be 
conducted next fiscal year.  Similar to ASTA in the U.S., the German institute for travel 
education known as "The Willy Scharnow Foundation" was founded in 1953 to grant better 
professional opportunities in tourism to German travel agents.  They do this through several 
means, one of which is educational Fam trips and seminars. 
Our destination partner will be Naples with United Airlines being our cosponsoring carrier.  
Dates have been confirmed by the carrier with the sponsorship of 13 seats (12 agents + 1 
WSF escort). 
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The FAM group will be comprised of handpicked agents from travel agencies affiliated with 
the following tour operators specifically: Dertour, Explorer Fernreisen, FTI, Meier’s 
Weltreisen, Neckermann Reisen, Thomas Cook Reisen and TUI – all of which feature our 
area's accommodations products. 
An industry opportunity was distributed this month by our Leisure Sales Dept.  
Accommodations have been secured and itinerary planning is in the works. 
 
Visit USA Germany Halloween Event 2012 (October 26

th
 – 28

th
, 2012): 

For the third consecutive year, we will participate in the annual Visit USA Germany 
Halloween Event.  After two very successful events in Seeheim and Düsseldorf/Neuss the last 
two years, the third seminar weekend will take place at the Hilton Garden Inn Frankfurt 
Airport. 
VSPC will be sharing a seminar training session with Visit Orlando and SeaWorld Parks & 
Entertainment.  Together we will conduct 10 comprehensive training sessions throughout the 
course of the day.  We conferred with our two partners this month to develop a strategically 
relevant joint presentation to include interactive elements.  In addition, we provided the Visit 
USA Committee with our latest news and images to be included in a comprehensive 
informational binder for the participants.  
 
German Sales Mission (October 29

th
 – November 1

st
, 2012): 

Visit St. Pete/Clearwater, Visit Orlando, Disney Destinations, SeaWorld Parks & Entertain-
ment and Universal Orlando Resort are joining forces in conducting a German Sales Mission 
to three German cities (Düsseldorf, Stuttgart and Frankfurt).  The program comprises three 
evening events, each in cooperation with a major tour operator partner (Dertour, Meier’s 
Weltreisen and Thomas Cook), as well as product management meetings and in-house 
reservations agent training. 
Three VSPC accommodations partners will join us for this sales mission.  Our partners have 
been sent a program outline and memo of general information including details on airfares, 
hotel accommodations and presentation formats.  We collected relevant elements needed from 
our partners for development of our presentations as well as the in-house travel agent training.  
A refreshingly new presentation format for the evening events, i.e. a ‘news cast’ show entitled 
“CFN” or “Central Florida News” is in the works for this event.  Participants will present in 
rotation by topic such as location, weather, culture, nature, attractions, etc. 
We liaised closely with our tour operator partners to tie down various program details, 
selection of travel agents, etc.  Invitations were developed, with all parties approving layouts.  
Distribution is scheduled for the beginning of September. 
Venue site inspections were conducted this month including ensuing negotiations with hotel 
sales managers, catering and convention services departments. 
Our participating partners were also sent further updates and applicable shipping instructions. 
 
DRV Annual Convention (November 14

th
 – 18

th
, 2012): 

Registration has been completed for this year’s convention of the German Association of Tour 
Operators and Travel Agents.  It is a platform during which highly reputable speakers and 
panel participants address market barometers and trendsetting topics moving the German 
travel industry.  German industry executives present the latest information and current 
challenges during various plenary sessions and panel discussions.  Our participation in the 
convention presents a valuable networking opportunity, giving us one-on-one face time with 
industry decision makers. 
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Dertour Academy (December 10
th

 – 18
th

, 2012): 
The Dertour Academy is a training and incentive event for the tour operator’s top travel 
agents.  It provides a training platform to a total of 576 agents and serves as the framework for 
presentation of the new Dertour summer programs and new products included in the Dertour 
catalogs.  The Dertour Academy is extremely well known within the industry and is a major 
training event for travel agency staff. 
With a view toward imparting product knowledge and generating a subsequent increase in 
sales by providing an opportunity for those attending to familiarize themselves with the 
destinations and tourism partners, workshops and roundtable sessions provide the agents with 
in-depth product insight and the skills they need to operate effectively at the counter. 
Pursuant to a briefing held by Dertour last month, during which each participant was given a 
binder full of instructions, we provided the second phase of several requested elements this 
month.  Small giveaway items were ordered from HQ for distribution to agents during the 
roundtable training sessions.  Decorative poster elements developed by Dertour were 
approved.  And, accommodations partners featured in the Dertour summer 2013 catalog were 
contacted for prize sponsorship with very positive responses. 
 
Brussels Travel Expo (Dec. 12

th
 – 13

th
, 2012): 

As the first Visit USA Workshop at BTExpo was such a success in 2011, the Visit USA 
Committee BeLux (Belgium & Luxembourg) has decided to pursue its cooperation with 
BTExpo for this year’s travel agent training workshop.  Special conditions were again 
negotiated exclusively for Visit USA Members for greater exposure and a wider range of 
services in an innovative travel platform.  BTExpo is known as one of Belgium’s most 
successful travel trade fairs attracting some 3,950 travel trade professionals, meeting planners 
and media.  Updates to be forthcoming. 
 
CMT Stuttgart Super Sweepstakes (January 12

th
 – 20

th
, 2013): 

Known as one of Germany’s largest and most important consumer shows, CMT Stuttgart 
attracted over 225,000 visitors this year.  In addition to our joining forces with the Visit USA 
Committee Germany in promoting our product via brochure distribution to consumers, we 
will again co-sponsor the popular CMT Super Sweepstakes. 
The sweepstakes will be published in a 12-page, 4-color visitor brochure (circulation 350,000) 
which will be distributed at 1,800 outlets throughout the State of Baden Württemberg prior to 
the show and among consumers visiting the fair.  The sweepstakes will also be advertised in 
the fair catalog (circulation 10,000) and promoted to the media.  Active promotion of the 
CMT Super Sweepstakes will start in November 2012 when the official sweepstakes website 
goes live. 
Two travel stays in the St. Petersburg/Clearwater area will be included.  Our prize (2nd of 100) 
will be combined with flights for two from Karawane Reisen and a one-week car rental.  The 
organizer has been sent all relevant materials (VSPC logo, destination description, 
sweepstakes questions, hotel sponsor logos) and we are awaiting final layout to be 
forthcoming next month. 
More good news … 

- Delta Air Lines will sponsor flights to our area for four which now positions our 
sweepstakes prize as #1.  Our industry sponsors also agreed to extend their donations 
to four people.  

- In order maximize the publicity for our industry, 1,000 flyers will be created 
promoting a travel package containing elements similar to the #1 sweepstakes travel 
prize.  The package will be bookable via a tour operator involved with the sweepstakes 
organization.  We contacted our industry for their approvals; net rates will be sent to 
the tour operator. 
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Travel agency Adventure & Fun Events in Karben, Germany invited us to participate in two 
of their upcoming events free of charge: a trade exhibition mid-September and a special 
Sunday open house the end of next month.  We provided the agency with respective 
information and decorative material as well as a few promotional giveaways. 
 
Meetings were set up this month in preparation for our Executive Director’s visit to Frankfurt 
next month. 
 
 
 
MARKETING INITIATIVES 
 
Our efforts continued again this month in developing and completing marketing promotions 
and advertising programs, which included: 
 
Tour Operators: 

 
• CANUSA (Germany) 

� Online “Insider Community” Campaign – July thru December 2012 
VSPC will be a participant in the tour operator’s innovative “Insider Community” 
initiative together with a number of Florida partners.  Focused on attracting the 
attention of repeat customers and new travelers to a destination, this platform offers a 
modern and versatile stage for travelers and potential customers to communicate 
actively about a destination, whereby emotional experiences motivate the desire to 
visit the destination. 
An introductory sequence explains contents of the platform.  This includes map 
orientation and the selection of various topics, e.g. accommodations, attractions, 
activities dining and shopping.  “Insider Tips” are a key tool and are marked on the 
map.  By mouse-over, a superscription provides information on the tip which can be 
clicked to view details (in text, images or videos).  Insider Tips are rated by the 
community.  Ratings are the key to winning a raffle at the conclusion of the 6-month 
campaign (a two-week stay in Florida).  Call-to-action offers developed by Canusa 
will be included in the platform. 
At the beginning of the campaign, a special eNewsletter will be distributed to 
Canusa’s database of 520,000 customers with follow-up newsletters during the course 
of the 6-month campaign in an effort to reinforce the promotional message.  Website 
marketing (homepage and subpage banners), social media, affiliate and search engine 
marketing will round out the communication tools.  The tour operator estimates 20,000 
site visits per month. 
All required materials have been delivered to the tour operator (i.e. our logo, special 
texts, insider tips, imagery, destination video, map material).  Final layout was 
received and approved.  The “Florida Insider Community” campaign launched last 
month and will run until the beginning of December. 

 
• DERTOUR (Germany) 

� 2012 Summer Catalog Value-Added Promotion – July thru October 2012 
Spring of this year, we negotiated another value-added offer for the summer 2012 
catalog (circ. 1 million) to serve as a booking incentive.  One gasoline gift card with a 
face value of $25 will be given to each booking for travel to VSPC from July thru the 
end of October 2012 (five-night minimum stay).  The offer is prominently teased on 
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the summer catalog’s Florida’s West Coast introductory page with a special VSPC 
description (top of the column) and key visual.  VSPC was selected as the exclusive 
west coast partner for this value-added element! 

 
• FTI (Germany) 

� “Highlight of the Year 2012” Campaign – November 2011 - October 2012 
St. Petersburg/Clearwater and Orlando have been selected as the featured destinations 
for this coveted program.  The “Highlight of the Year” is an extensive campaign 
targeting FTI’s present and potential customers via several B2C and B2B platforms 
such as catalog cover page placement, extended destination features and specially 
designed, prominent product placement (circ. 500,000).  Online marketing, eNews 
blasts to both consumers and the trade, storefront window displays, point-of-sale 
flyers, consumer press advertorials, travel agent training and two fam trips (1 media, 1 
agents) round out the program. 
Various campaign elements have been launched as follows: 
• HotY catalog cover page (circ. 500,000) 
• HotY travel agent storefront window display element (to 1,000 agencies) 
• HotY B2B eNews to 10,000 agencies (1st launch) 
• HotY B2C online marketing on fti.de (3.5 million PIs) 
• HotY B2C advertorial in a consumer travel pub Urlaub Perfekt (circ. 107k) 
• HotY B2B eNews to 10,000 agencies (2nd launch) 

In addition, two FAM trips were conducted:  one for 19 travel agents and one for 7 
journalists (both in May 2012). 

 
• NECKERMANN REISEN (Germany) 

� Print Promotion 
1. VKI Point of Sale Flyer – August 2012 

1/1 page travel agent counter info flyer to include VSPC imagery, logo, destination 
description and travel offers distributed to 11,000 of Neckermann’s top selling 
travel agencies, who in turn will display and distribute to consumers.  Layout has 
been received and approved.  We partnered with Visit Orlando for this initiative. 

2. Consumer Mailing – September 2012 
A multifold, postcard sized mailing piece containing VSPC destination 
information, logo, imagery and travel teaser will be mailed to 15,000 top 
customers.  We supplied the tour operator with all creative this month.  We will 
partner with Visit Orlando and SeaWorld Parks & Entertainment for this initiative. 
The piece will also include a sweepstakes element.  An industry opportunity was 
distributed to the Neckermann Reisen featured accommodations soliciting 
sponsorship of a one-week donation.  We are most grateful to our industry for the 
excellent response! 

 
• THOMAS COOK REISEN (Germany) 

� America Journal Advertorial – September 2012 (Florida Special Issue) 
½ page advertorial including 2 travel offers and Thomas Cook Reisen USP’s. 
With a readership of 140,000, this German high-gloss consumer publication is 
dedicated exclusively to the USA providing in-depth coverage on American travel, 
culture and customs as well as insider tips and helpful hints.  All creative elements 
were supplied last month with final layout and approval following this month.  We 
will pool resources with Visit Orlando for this initiative. 
Pub frequency:  6x/yr 
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• TUI (Netherlands) 
� Catalog Imagery 

We worked closely with TUI again this month regarding additional placement of 
VSPC imagery in their new catalog.  We supplied additional images and general 
descriptive text with the result that VSPC will be depicted on 9 pages through the 
brochure!  The catalog is due in market late fall with a circulation of 100,000. 
 
 

Travel Trade/Consumer Publications: 

 
• FVW’s “Fit for USA” eLearning Program (Germany)– circ. 30,860 Trade 

� Online travel agent training campaign from October 2011 – September 2012 
“Fit for USA” is part of the FVW media group’s ongoing series of online travel agent 
training platforms which has been endorsed by the Visit USA Committee.  It is an 
independent training program designed to increase tourism arrivals to the USA.  The 
eLearning program includes individual course units covering 6 to 8 pages of subject 
matter for travel agents to read at their leisure.  Each course unit ends with a 
knowledge test.  Agents who successfully complete all course units and tests receive a 
“Fit for USA Specialist 2012” diploma.  The program will be promoted frequently 
through advertisements in the travel trade magazines FVW (circ. 28,000) and Travel 
Talk (circ. 34,000) as well as on the respective websites:  fvw.de (150,000 PIs/mth) 
and traveltalk.de (200,000 PIs/mth).  The eLearning program will be online for 12 
months with sweepstakes included at regular intervals.  Special prizes such as hotel 
stays or flight tickets will be promoted additionally with images, logos and descriptive 
content. 
This month, we supplied the editor with details for our VSPC prize drawing which 
will be held in conjunction with the eLearning program’s first-year conclusion next 
month. 
 

• Travelution (Netherlands) – circ. 7,500 Trade 
� 2-page insertion in the August issue (Destination Update Florida 2012) 

Consisting of one advertisement page and an interview page, our 2-page spread 
included our logo, imagery and an informational interview.   
Travelution is the Netherlands’ leading travel industry publication with a readership of 
10,000.  With a personalized cover letter, issues are mailed to all business and leisure 
travel agents.  The magazine is also distributed to all tour operators (product 
managers, buyers, sales managers and board members), incentive organisers, airlines, 
tourist boards and NATM members – in short, Travelution reaches 100% of the Dutch 
travel industry.  Destination reports combine facts about tourism regions and tourism 
highlights with trends & new developments.  The latest news, interviews with travel-
professionals, infotorials and specials about specific topics such as the cruise industry, 
car rental, ferries, travel insurances, airline reports and industry employment are also 
included. The publication enjoys a long shelf life and research shows travel 
professionals utilize it as a reference piece due to the up to date and high quality 
information provided. 
Pub frequency:  1x/mth 
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Online Aggregators: 

 
• Travelzoo Europe – 1.3 million German subscribers Consumer 

� eNews Blast – November/December 2012 
Mid-November we will launch an eNews blast to 1.3 million German Travelzoo 
subscribers.  The eNews will contain our imagery and logo along with several travel 
teasers to our area.  In addition, special buttons for topics such as arts & culture, 
beaches & nature will be included and linked to applicable comprehensive content 
which will remain online for four weeks.  Layouts were received and approved this 
month. 
Due to Travelzoo Germany’s special agreement with Brand USA, we will be able to 
leverage Brand USA monies for this campaign – long before Germany is officially 
phased into Brand USA funding. 

 
A Central European market advertising plan update was forwarded to BVK this month. 
 
 
 
Public Relations: 

 
Kaus Media Services - VSPC’s German PR Agency 
This month saw us assisting the agency with the following projects: 
 

� Press release August:  Provided content ideas, proofread and corrected. 
� Individual press trip for Journalist Mr. Soete 
� Discussed possible press trip for Journalist Ms. Bien  
� Correspondence with Brautmedia.de, a wedding-focused online platform. 
� Further discussion how to increase Facebook “Likes” for the German site. 
� Discussed possibilities for future media fams with Edelweiss Air. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

All activities, projects and programs described herein have been duly completed as described. 


